Get your students fueling greatness with the Student Zone!

The Student Zone is THE tool for your students to earn credit for their hard work with FUTP 60! Encourage them to get started now! It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3:

Help students create their accounts on the Student Zone, through mobile or desktop.

Explore ways to play on the Student Zone, including completing Activities to earn Badges.

Encourage students to earn at least six badges become a Fuel Up to Play 60 Champion, & unlock exclusive rewards and opportunities!

EARN BADGES, BECOME A CHAMPION!

When students complete Activities in the Student Zone, they will have the opportunity to earn awesome Badges!

Once they earn six, they’ll become a FUTP 60 Champion, unlocking an entirely new section of the Student Zone with content just for them!

EDUCATOR RESOURCES AVAILABLE ON FUELUPTOPLAY60.COM!

For additional classroom-reading resources, like the Fuel Up to Play 60 Learning Plan, educators should visit FuelUpToPlay60.com

NEED HELP?

Visit the Contact Us tab on FuelUpToPlay60.com and our team will help you secure a win this school year.